D·Prep

Presents

Internal Affairs
Investigation (Basic)

24 hours | Three days | Tuition $375 – POST Plan IV
STC Certified – Tuition $375

Description: This 3-day course is designed to give the investigator or supervisor who has been assigned to Internal Affairs duties a comprehensive overview of the organization and design of Internal Affairs investigations. This course should be attended by anyone supervising Internal Affairs investigations or assigned, whether full-time or occasionally, to conduct the investigations of complaints of misconduct. Procedural and legal mandates for such investigations make this course a must for all first line supervisors!

This course was developed and is taught by highly trained, experienced Internal Affairs investigators and Internal Affairs unit commanders. A practitioners approach is taken in delivering this curriculum in a clear, reality-based manner.


A practical exercise will be conducted on Day Three. The students will have the opportunity to utilize the course material during a simulated Internal Affairs investigation that includes a live interrogation of a subject employee.

Contact: Tom Sweeney 916-716-7923 (call or text)
tomsweeney@dprep.com

Please Register at www.dprep.com